FOR AGES 5* THRU TEENS

www.SleepDryalarm.com

You really can help your child STOP bedwetting

...introducing SleepDry™ alarm

A STAR CHILD PRODUCT

SleepDry™ with “Starry”

Trademarks property of StarChild Labs.
*Doctor may recommend at 4 1/2
The SleepDry system—
a sensitive approach to bedwetting problems

Understanding the bedwetting child.
Most bedwetting children are unable to recognize the body's natural signal of bladder fullness while asleep. The bedwetting child lacks the ability to awaken and use the bathroom, or control the bladder till morning. You may be aware that coaxing, limiting fluids, or waking them in the middle of the night doesn't work. Children need help from a monitor that can be there all night long.

How the SLEEPDRY alarm stops bedwetting.
The alarm sounds at the first sign of moisture, and interrupts the wetting process. The SLEEPDRY alarm conditions the child to quickly recognize bladder fullness, and awaken before wetness occurs. Complete success usually takes just four to twelve weeks.

A child-friendly approach to the problem.
The SLEEPDRY system uses an advanced motivational program developed in consultation with a leading clinical psychologist specializing in enuresis treatment. Included in the program are fun reward materials, and many of the most effective techniques that medical studies have shown to solve bedwetting.

SleepDry program is more effective than other methods

A. Children are slow to outgrow bedwetting. Studies indicate that only 14% of untreated children between five and nine outgrow the problem annually. Parents and children are left with years of wet beds and frustration.

B. Medication offers limited results. Bedwetting tends to reoccur when medication is stopped. Consult your physician.

C. Bedwetting alarms are a breakthrough. Consistent reports show a cure rate of about 75%. However, 25% of the children still need something additional.

D. Bedwetting alarms with motivational programs work best. Cure rates are very high. This increased success is achieved through very consistent use of an alarm with good motivational and drybed methods.
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SleepDry alarm—easy and simple to use

Easy snap-on attachment.
The small SLEEPDRY alarm snaps onto pajama top or t-shirt, and the wetness-sensor also snaps onto regular underpants. **No sewing required.**

Children enjoy using the program.
The "Star" character on the alarm is presented as a gentle friend that helps the child earn their own Starry Reward Button after 30 dry nights. Children look forward to their prize, and cooperate well.

Highly effective with older children too.
Also included in the program are suggestions for using the alarm with a more mature child. They'll gain confidence for sleepovers.

Completely safe and reasonably priced.
The SLEEPDRY alarm is a natural approach—no medication—no side effects. The entire SLEEPDRY program costs just $53.95* You'll be happy to learn that what you'll save on expensive Pull-ups® and daily laundry can pay for the SLEEPDRY program! The SLEEPDRY alarm is so successful that we offer a complete satisfaction guarantee.**

* Plus postage and handling.
** The SleepDry alarm is highly effective when the alarm and complete program are used every night. Please see current details.
*** In addition, the SleepDry alarm comes with a full one year operational guarantee.

To Order: 1-800-346-7283

The SleepDry program:

The SleepDry System is recommended to be used in consultation with a physician. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Grateful parents say it best

BOOST TO SELF ESTEEM
We are wonderfully pleased. Skyler is so proud of his dry nights. It has been a great boost to his self esteem.
— Mrs. Barnes

DRY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN
Thank you! Now I've no more wet sheets to wash daily. You guys are Great!
— Mrs. Wadsworth

NOTE FROM A NURSE
We are thoroughly impressed with the program. In only 6 to 7 weeks our child is almost always dry!
I am a nurse in a Pediatrician's office and we plan to recommend your program.
— Pediatric Nurse

WE CAN'T DO EVERYTHING
Starry worked like magic on Sean. He stopped bed-wetting almost immediately. Now do you have a product to help with cleaning his room?!
— Mrs. Quinlan

NO LONGER SKEPTICAL
My husband and I were skeptical, but since SLEEPDRY was guaranteed we decided to try it. It's like a miracle. Amanda went from every night wet to every night dry in less than a week.
— Don & Kathy Moore

NOW VISITS OVERNIGHT
Holly feels so good about herself. Now she can spend the night with her friends.
— Mrs. Scott

Our knowledgeable operators can help you with an order - or answer any questions...

ORDER TOLL-FREE
1-800-346-7283
or at www.SleepDryAlarm.com

Isn't it time for SLEEPDRY to help your child too!

To order

Parent's Name .................................................................
Child's Name .....................................................................
Address ..............................................................................
City/State/Zip ....................................................................
Doctor's Name ....................................................................
Doctor's Address ..................................................................
City/State/Zip .....................................................................

ORDER TODAY! - WE SHIP FAST!